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EVENING, JANUARY 22, 1851. 

We are called upon, at this time, to examine, by the various 
li'ghts of modern science, a fundamental and momentous ques
tion. 

We are conscious that we live. We are called uP.on to de
termine the true nature of our life, and the probability of its 
future duration. To determine the grt>at question, whether the 
life of man is one of the evanescent phenomena of matter, rich 
in its nature and beautiful to behold-but a phenomenon only, 
ceasing with the peculiar organization of matter by which it 
was caused, and possessing no substantial permanent substra
tum. 

Beautiful, indeed, is the world we live in-:grand and far-reach
ing are the thoughts of man-but in the midst of our enjoyment, 
when climbing from height to height in the lofty paths of 
science, and obtaining in each successive hour a broader and 
grander view-the question arises, is all this glorious life tn 
v.·hich we revel now but a brief ~sh of vital melody which 
dies away like distant music, and ceases then forever? Is 
the light of life which glows in the eyes of the friend whom t 
love but the transient phosphorescence of organized cerebral mat
ter, or does it come from some more ~rmanent source? Do~ 
it resemble the beauty of a sunlit cloud which ceases when the 
particles of oxygen and hydrogen have assumed a new arrange
ment, or does it resemble the light of a star which comes from 
a substantial and lasting source? 

We are conscious that we have bodies and that we have 
VoL. II.-0. 
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minds, and that our true life is in the mind or spirit, whatever 
we may call th~:> conscious principle. We are called upon to 
determm~:> what is the essential nature of this conscious princi
ple or power within us. \Vhether it is a mere phenom~:>non, a 
mere cons~:>quence of the organization of matter, or whetht>r it 
is itself possessed of a substantial existence, and capable of 
maintaimn~ that existence when the organized matter of the 
body is dissolved into its chemical elements, and diffused 
through the earth, the air, and the sea. 

I know that many will say there is no net'd for any scien
tific research upon this question-that it has fx>en settled by 
the establishment of the Christian religion, and that no rational 
man can possibly doubt his own spiritual and immortal nature. 
But I affirm the voice of science is needed upon this subject. 
The vo1ce of Christianity has not s~:>ttled this question in. the minds 
of all men. Christianity has established firmly in the minds of 
millions the spirituality and immortality of man; but there 
are millions of those who profess to befie,·e, and millions of 
others who wish to believe, but have no definite understanding 
of the subject, in whose minds the spiritual nature of man 
stands as a mere dogma which they do not understand, but 
which they dare not dispute. There are millions who do not 
realize this doctrine w1th sufficient force to have any effel-'t 
upon their own lives, and there are millions still who, in 
their inmost thoughts, sincerely disbelieve the existence of any
thing in man which can survive the destruction of his body. 

If, like them, we come to the conclusion that all the powers 
of man are the mere effects or phenomena of organized matter, 
we render the science of man nothin~ more than the highest 
d~:>partment of chemistry-and we dissipate at once all theolog_,·, 
for it becomes nothing more than a mass of poetical su~-ti
tions, like the fables of Grecian and Roman mythology. 

But if, on the other hand, we conclude that man bas a per
manent, substantial, spiritual entity within him, capable of sur
viving the destruction of his body, we are compelled to go 
farther; and to inquire what becomes of that spiritual nature 
when the body has been laid aside? We are compelled to 
ask. the question, whether, after we lay aside the body we may 
still possess the same faculties in a more expanded aDd power
ful, or in a more restricted manner? \Ye are compelled to ask 

. wh~:>ther we may continue to look back, after death, upon the 
scenes of this life, and to take an interest in its progn-ss
whether we may or may not be conscious of the thoughts of 
those whom we have left behind, and whether we ma\· or ma\· 
not be able to commune with them-to act upon th~lr 
minds-to make them conscious of our preSE'nc~:>, arid to giH· 
them the higher knowledf,re which belon!!S to spiritual life. 

I can see no intermediate ground betwe~n these two positioll$. 
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Either mind is a mere phenomenon of matter, and religion a 
mere superstition or play of the imagination, assisted by exu
berant enthusiasm, or, on the other hand, we must look into · 
the spiritual life and destiny of man, here and hereafter. 

We must frankly, directly, and honestly meet the question, 
whether. our departed friends are or are not living-whether 
our departed fathers, brothers, friends, and children are still 
alive and conscious as we are now-capable of giving back 
thought for thought and love for Jove, or whether all spiritual 
doctrines belong to the superstitions of a darker age, which 
must disappear m the li~ht of the 19th century. Either there 
is no spint in man, or it there is, the spirit world is the sub
limest subject of scientific investigation. 

A rational solution of the questions now before us, requires 
a thorough understanding of the constitution of man, as illus
trated by human and comparative physiology, and by experi
mental. explorations of the brain. W 1thout going into the de
tails of these sciences, I would merely state the great results 
and principles which they give us, that have a decisive bearing 
upon our present inquiry. 

In all departments of the animal kingdom we observe a vital 
power, possessing endowments of a higher or lower character, 
alike in kind, but differing vastly in degree. Perception, sen
sation, desire, and volition belon~ to all animals, and all have 
some portion of the various passwns of man. They love and 
caress, they hate and fight, they seek th~:>ir food, they build, 
they plan, they observe, recollect, infer, and understand. The 
difference between the higher and lower, especially between 
man and animals, is that the same powers are in tb~ lower, 
but rudimentary-in the higher, fully developed. But the great 
characteristic difference betw~:>en the lower and higher orders of 
being, is that in proportion as we ascend in the scale, the vital 
and mental endowments are more centralized and _in propor
tion as we descend, they are more diffused. 

In man and the manmalia, for example, the circulation is 
mainly carried on by a central organ, the heart. In fish and 
reptiles the circulation depends comparatively more upon the 
capillary bloodvessels. In all animals below the grade of fish, 
belonging to the two great divisions of Articulata and Radiata, 
the circulation de~nds upon bloodvessels alone, in other 
words, the power IS diffused through aJl rarts, and depends 
upon no central organ. The dorsal vesse of the Articulata, 
their substitute for a heart, does not possess the same muscular 
propulsive power. 

Of the four great divisions of the animal kingdom, only the 
higher class, the Vertebrata, J?OSsesses a brain and spinal cord, 
the remainder having no bratn their intelligent instincts and 
powers reside in their ganglia, or little groups of nervous fibre 
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in different parts of the body. In the lowest class of the Zoo. 
phytes no distinct nervous masses can be traced, and :whaten•r 
nervous matter exists is diffused through the body. While thus 
the mental endowments at one end of the scale are equally 
diffused through the body, so that the animal can spare its head 
as well as any other part, at the other end of the scale, we 
find, as we ascend, the central organ, the brain, becomes rela
tively more and more developed, more and more controlling, 
more and more the centre and concentration of conscious life. 

Even among the Vertebrata, or animals (>?Ssessing a brain, a 
great portion of conscious vitality is diffused through the body 
(not concentrated in the brain), and consequertly remains after 
the loss of the head. It is a familiar fact, that the body of an 
insect, after the loss of its head, moves about with apparent in
telligence. But il has been shown by the experiments of Dr. 
Dowler, that even an animal with a brain may possess a 
diffused consciousness in its body. The body of an alligator, 
after the loss of its head, performs movements which show that 
it is still consciO'..ts, and has a species of understanding in its 
actions so as to avoid whatever mfiicts pain_ 

As the animal kingdom thus presents a diffusion of conscious 
life through the body, an amalgamation of mind and matter, it 
is only in the higher orders that we find anything like separa
tion or concentration of the conscious principle. 

In man only do we find this concentration complete, so that 
we may say he lives in his brain, and not in all the subordinate 
structures of his body. Hence we are enabled to regard his 
spiritual principle as something definite and distinct, not su~ 
divided and diffused through the matter of his body, but con. 
~entrated into a conscious entity. 

As this great difference exists in the animal kingdom, a 
11imilar difference exists among mankind. We observe, on tbt> 
one hand, powers of a lower order subdivided and diffused 
through the bodv ; on the other, powers of a far hiah£>r order, 
concentrated and unitized in the I!Overnina brain. So in man 
we obsen·e understanding of a higher and 7ower order of dt'vel
opment, like the higher and lower orders of the animal king
dom. The life of one man seems to descend into hi!' spinal 
and ganglionic sxstems of nerves, and he lives in his body. He 
is incapable of anything much above animal life. He cannot 
11it still for an hour and occupy his mind in elevated conte-m
plation. He is guided from day to day by impulst's and in
stincts-he is the creature of blind passions, and of a destiny 
which he does not understand : he cannot lay down and pu•-sue 
a plan of life, he cannot guide himself by intellect. 

ln another, we perceive the body under the absolute contro) 
of the mind, all power centralized in the brain, and the brain 
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guided by its central, conscious intelligence. Whatever he 
wills he does . He calmly surveys the panorama of life, anti 
marks out his course. He lives to a certain end, and his end 
is wisely chosen. No passion misleads him, no bodily weak-
ness checks his course. · 

This is the order of development which we all undergo. 
from childhood to manhood. As infants we live in the body 
rather than in the brain-when the brain is matured, our 
restless limbs become quiet, and we change from the turbulent 
boy to the calm, dignified man. We acquire perfect self-con
trol and far-sighted views, but I may ask, does the mind, as it 
matures and increases in power and concentrates in the brain. 
leave its subordinate residence in the body? Does It manifest 
any tendency, when it has gradually risen from its low abidini 
places in the glands, blood vessels, and muscles, to a ma.jestio 
residence at the summit of the body, to go on still farther in ita 
career of progress-to neglect or abandon its humble original 
habitation-to concentrate in the highest point of develo~ment. 
and after gazing far and wide over the landscape of destmy, to 
extend its wings and seek a still hight>r home ! 

To judge' whether such a flight is at all probable, let. ui 
inquire into the habits and daily walk of this spiritual power 
in man, to ascertain whether it is confined to any particular 
locality or path in the body, and whether it always sustains the 
Eame relations to the organized matter of our bodies. 

I shall not be so illogical as to beg the question, by assuming 
that there is a spirit in man entirely distinct from matter, but 
sh~ll merely inquire into the natural history of that something 
which is called mind or spirit, whether it be a mere affection 
of matter, or·phenomenon, or a distinct and permanent entity. 

We have ascertained, b,r the hasty survey of the constitution 
of man a.s compared With animals, that his mind concen
trates and centralizes his being in the anterior and interior region 
of the brain. From this commanding position it holds its com
munication with the body by means of an extensive nervoua 
system, of which the most conspicuous portion is the spinal 
cord, and its ramifications of motor and sensitive nen·es, which 
fill all parts of the body in which any d:stinct vital action or 
sensibility is perceived. In this picture, you perceive the posi
tion and relations of the spinal nervous system, by means of 
which all voluntary movements are accomplished, as ever.r 
muscle which we are capable of controlling is connected through 
filaments of nerves with this spinal cord, which connects, as you 
perceive, with the basis of the brain, receiving at the place of 
connection the name of medulla ablongata. Lyin~ in the 
trunk just anterior to the spinal cord, and parallel to Its course 
are the series of ganglia, or small bodies of grey nervous matter, 
which govern all those internal operations and chemical 
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changes which are independent of our will, and which proceed 
unconsciously in the usual course of nature, although not to be 
affected or materially changed by the action of the mind. 
These ganglia, although involuntary in their action, are in in
timate communication with the spinal cord, and receive from it 
the various impressions produced by the action of the mind. By 
these means the appetite, digestion, nutrition, circulation, and 
animal temperature are placed under the control of the mental 
power, whenever it is sufficiently intense to extend beyond its 
ordinary sphere in the spinal system, and modify the vital pro
cesses controlled through the gan(7lia. 

In all invertebrate animals these ganglia exercise all the 
powers of life with no superintending power. In the lower 
classes of vertebrate animals the ganglia are controlled by the 
spinal system. In the higher classes the brain more and more 
decidedly controls the spinal system, and in the matured man 
the brain itself not only goo;erns all subordinate portions of the 
nervous apparatus, but is Itself governed by the central region in 
which its functions culminate to their htghest spiritual perfec. 
tion. 

In proportion to the predominence of the higher over the 
lower portions of the nervous system, the mind becomes more 
absolute and pervadin~ in its power over the body, and capable 
of cau~ing orc~ring ~1seases .by it.s physiological infl~ence. No 
one wtll question this physwlogtcal power of the mmd. The 
most stubborn skeptics in reference to mesmeric phenomena 
will credit the most wonderful stories of the power of the 
mind over the body. Dr. Warren, late President of the Na. 
tiona! Medical Association, and a decided disbeliever of the 
most imporiant discoveries in anthropology, does not hesitate to 
tell the story of a female patient who applied to him with a 
tumor requiring amputation, and who effected a cure of the 
difficulty without surgical assistance. She was advised by 
some friend to pass the hand of a dead man over the tumor. 
She did so, and when she called again upon the doctor, he de
dared that the tremor was removed by this post mortem !rftnntr· 
ism, ·which was nothing more, in reality, than the power of her 
own ima15ination excited by the process, and concentrated upon 
the morbtd growth. 

It is this imagination or mental power which is now mainly 
relied upon by the Mesmeric operators of our country. The 
numerous cures effected by Keely, S~ncer, and others, during a 
few years past, ha\·e been effected stmply by reducin~ the pa
tient to a passive condition, and exalting the predomtnence of 
the higher portion of his nervous system over the subordinate 
apparatus. After he has heen reduced to a passively impressi
ble state, in which he will believe whatever his operator ap
proves, he rs told that a glass of water contains a certain medicine, 
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and when he drinks it he realizes the effects characteristic 
of the drug. He is told that he has a pain in his shoulder, and 
at once the pain exists. He is told that he will fall asleep at a 
certain time, and he does so. He is told that his disease will 
undergo a certain favorable change, and the change begins as he 
anticipates. • 

These phenomena can occur only when the higher part of the 
nervous system has attained a certain degree of development · 
and predominance, which elevates mind from the condition of a 
diffused and feeble attendant upon the physical operations of life' 
to the rank of a controlling and partly independent power. 

In order to ascertain more definitely the exact nature and 
locality of the link between mind and matter, let us trace, as far 
as practicable, the channels of their intercommunication. The 
spinal and ganglionic nervous systems, which are the channels 
of reciprocal influence between the brain and body, communicate 
with the brain by a continuation of fibrous nervous matter, 
which we trace upwards, passing thro~,gh these transverse fibres 
of the pons Varolii, (or bridge of varolius) and continuing 
onward, at the basis of the brain, in the structures which are 
called the thalami and striated bodies, or corpora striata. The 
nervous fibres which pursue this course may be traced onward to 
the basilar, internal, and anterior portions of .the front lobe, in 
which they appear to have their final or highest developemtnt. 
These intellectual organs we know are the true origins of our 
various acts, as the idea of an act necessarily precedes the vo
lition and the muscular action. We are thus enabkd by anato
my to trace the exact channels, in the basis of the brain, along 
which the incessant intercommunication of mind and matter is 
effected. When we descend from the cerebrum to the medulla 
oblongata, we find that the nervous fibres \\·hich are the chan
nels of volition and sensation cross from ri~ht to left, and from 
left to ri~ht, so as to bring each half of the t>ody into communi
cation w1th the opposite half of the brain, and in consequence 
of this anatomical arrangement each hemisphere of the brain 
controls the muscles of the opposite side of the body, and a par
alysis of either side may therefore be traced with certainty to 
its cerebral source. 

When we have thus ascertained by anatomical research that 
the true locality of the mind, from which it governs or transmits 
its commands to the body, is in the internal anterior region of 
the brain, we may obtain additional evidence of the fact by ap
pealing to the demonstrations of embryolooy. 

We learn from the sun·ey of the anima1 kingdom, which is 
all formed in accordance with a single plan of consecutive de
velopment, that the evolution of the nervous system commen
ces, in the lower orders, in its most inferior portions (the ner
vous filaments and gan~lia), and gradually progresses by super-
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addition to the evolution of higher structures which produce a 
greater centralization and higber development of the mental 
powers. The brain is thus evolved from below upwards. 
(Anatomical details are omitted). In like manner the embryo 
human brain undergoes a consecutive development, as shown by 
the researches of Tiedemann, and after forming the basilar 
portions evolves the superior and antero-internal regions which 
we are therefore compelled to regard as occupying the highest 

· rank in the order of development. · 
This central and anterior region of the brain, which anatomy, 

embryology, comparative physiology, and other scienct-s, con
cur in indicating as the true seat of mind, evinces its character 
still more definitely in our experiments upon the living brain. 
We find that all of the organs of thE> posterior region of the 
brain are blind impulses, void of intelligence, and impe1ling 1H 

to act in direct opposition to the dictates of wisdom. The mid. 
night darkness of the occipito-basilar region is diminished in 
proportion as we approach the front lobe. The organs become 
less impulsive-less delusive. In the middle of each front lobe 
we find the seat of pure reason, and as we approach the me
dian line of the forehead we find a still more vivid, brilliant, 
and wakeful display of mental power. This internal region of 
the front lobe, where convolutions lie whic:h do not come into 
contact with the cranium, is the region of consciousness, of in. 
tuition and of clairvoyance. 

In my first experimental inquiries, in 1841, I endeavored to 
ascertam the philosophy of clairvoyance. Believing that all 
the phenomena of animal magnetism were merely manifE"sta.. 
tions of powers inherent in the constitution of man~ and, conse. 
quently, capable of being detected in their true locafities in the 
nervous system, I selected an intelligent and impressible female 
as the subject of an experiment to test the doctrine. Believing 
that the clairvoyant power lay amon~ the intellectual organs, I 
determined to excite the locality ot this power, and thus de
velope her faculty. 

While she was seated in a rocking-chair, I requested ber 
husband to take one of my skulls in his hand and hold it be. 
hind her chair, while I excited her organs, and tested her clair. 
voyant power. By the application of the fingE>rs upon and near 
the clairvoyant organ, near the base of the front lobe, abO\·e the 
root of the nose, I rendered her sufficiently clairvoyant to de
scribe correctly the several positions in wh1c:h her husband held 
the skull behind her head. 

Not only physical clairvoyance but other powers of a similar 
character reside in the same r«'gions, and by exciting this ~gioo 
we develope that ps.r.chametric power whilh enablE's the sub. 
ject to take up an autograph, place it upon his forE-head, and 
describe the characteristics of the writer. This psychometric 
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power is quite common among persons of refined constitutions, 
and the existence of the clairvoyant power must now be regard
ed as an unquestionable fact, since there are now so many suc
cessful clairvoyants engaged in the practice of their art in 
different parts of our country. You may recollect that in our 
own city a well-known millionaire forfeited a handsome little 
wager as the penalty of his skepticism in clairvoyance. Miss 
L., a successful clairvoyant, gave many public demonstrations 
in our city, at which, with her eyes bandaged and covered with 
the most jealous and excessive precaution, s~e recognized every 
object bela before her almost as correctly as tf she enjoyed her 
natural vision uninterrupted. The skeptic, who wagered fifty 
dollars that she could not read what he had written upon a caril 
carefully enveloped and sealed with every precaution, witnessed 
her trial and denied that she had correctly deciphered the writ
ing, but when the packet was opened, it proved that she knew 
better by her blindfold vision than the writer by his memory, 
as she proved to be correct, and he paid the forfeit. 

How can a rational doubt of the reality of clairvoyance be 
entertained, when we have so unquestionable an example in 
the history of Jane Rider, the Sprmgfield somnambulist, who 
could move about the house and recognize objects in her som
nambulic condition, with her eyes closed as readily as when 
open? If scientific evidence were needed, was it not amply 
sufficient that a committee of the French Academy of Medicine, 
after a laborious and protracted investigation, announced em
phatically the reality of the most marvelous phenomena of 
animal magnetism, including vision with closei:l eyes. The 
testimony of men thus standin~ up in the face of the prejudices 
of the medical world, and distinctly upholding principles of so 
marvellous a character, should be satisfactory to all. 

Clairvoyance is in daily demonstration among us. W ~ have 
at this time an excellent clairvoyant in our city, and few have 
called upon her who have not been entirely satisfied of her 
possessing the extraordinary power by which RCrsons and things, 
at distant places, may be accurately describei:l. 

If, then, we have traced up mentality from the ganglionic to 
the spinal system-from the spinal apparatus to the brain-from 
the postertor aud middle lobes to the anterior lobe-and have 
founi:l in the anterior lobe, upon its internal aspect, the seat of 
a higher and purer mentality than at any other portion of the 
brain-a point from which mental illuminatiOn appears to radi
ate to all other portions of the brain and body, it may be pre
sumed that we bave approached the point of contact between 
mind and matter, above and beyond which we will find mental 
power rearhinll' far beyond the hmits of the body. We do thus 
find it. We ffnd at this point, at which mind concentrates, that 
pure transcendent mentality which is far above the restraints 
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of the body, which visits distant places, which e~lores the 
events of past time, which looks far on into the future, and 
which seems to be in sympathy wtth the thoughts of other minds, 
however remote in space. The mind which, in the exaltatioa 
of clairvoyance, has become unconscious of its own body, and 
keenly sensitive to the influence of other minds and bodi~s, 
may be considered as already partially disembodied, for it is 
less affected by its own body than by another's. 

If, then, we would seek to know whether a more complete dis
embodiment may occur, whether after the last link of connexion 
has been severed, 'the mind would still retain its powers and its 
conscious existence, we should ascertain whether, in the develop
ment of its higher powers, its progress depends upon any 
physiological operation of the brain, or whether it proceeds in 
a more independent manner. 

It is a very ready and natural suppo1.1ition, especially to the 
phrenologist, that all displays of mental power, of whate,~r 
character, depend upon the activity of the brain. But we fiul 
that displays of the tin-reaching intuitive faculties are generally 
best accomplished when the bony IS in a state of repose, au! 
the brain under no arterial excttement. A state approaching 
catalepsy developes the highest clairvoyant phenomena. And 
even beyond this, when all the bodily functions are suspendt'd, 
as if by death, we find the mental powers still vividly actin•. 
. When the Rev. W m. Tennant apparently died, and his friends 
were about to bury his body, a medical friend, J>Crceiving that 
the body did not exhibit the complete signs of neath, by (Old
ness and putrefaction, induced his friends to presen·e the body 
three days longer. During this time he lay as if dead; the 
circulation ana respiration were apparently completely SU..'

pended. If the action of the mini:f be merely the effect of 
the action of oxygenized blood upon the fibres of the brain
if mental power is merely a secretion of the albuminous 
matter of the brain, proportiOned to the supply of blood, it 
would follow that during this period of suspended circulation 
and respiration there must have been a suspension of mental 
action, producing unconsciousness, and rendering the period a 
total blank in his memory. But this was not the case. His 
mind, in the midst of thts apparent death, was highly acti,·e. 
When he recovered, he reportea his mental exercises as being 
of an exalted character-he had been enjoying ,·isions of a 
heavenly nature-had been in communion with spiritual be
mgs, and received intruction and impressions which had a per
manent and religious influence upon the remainder of his lite. 

The case of Col. Townsend, of the British army, who had 
the power of suspending all the functions of his body, so as 
apparently to die-there being no respiration or pulsation-and 
could then by the voluntary power of his mind, m the midst of 
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this apparent death, reanimate his body, is an additional evi. 
dence of the fact, that the mind retains its identity and power 
in the midst of that suspension of the bodily functions which 
necessarily arrests all merely physiological processes. 

The case of the celebrated traveller, Capt. Riley, is still 
more instrudive. When he resided in the northern part of this 
State, he was once ,truck down by a cerebral dtsorder, from 
which he lay in a state of apparent death. By the application 
of stimulants he was restored, and immediately upon his re. 
covery, he related to his family the wonderful mental exercises 
which he experienced durin~ that period of apparent death. He 
related that he appeared to nave gone out of the body, and to 
have held intercourse with spiritual beings. They communi. 
cated to him important information. Among other things, they 
told him that he could not remain among them, but must return 
to the body, and occupy it in this life for thirteen years before 
he should die. Moreover they told him what he had not anti. · 
cipated, th'lt he should again go forth in his travels, revisit 
Africa and visit France. These predictions of his spiritual 
companions were verified, as he did subseque~ttly revisit Africa, 
and visited France to consult the surgeon Lallemand. The 
prediction in reference to his death was avoided by his family 
as an unpleasant subject, and was never a subject of com·er. 
sation with them. But it was literally verified, as he dted at 
s~a, just thirteen years from the time when the prediction was 
gtven. 

All this exalted mental power, by means of which these pre
dictions were so truthfully received and given forth, was the 
product, not of cerebral excitement and active circulation of 
the blood, but of a brain in which the circulation must have 
been nearly arrested by the apparent death. 

Since, then, we find that intellectual action is adverse to cor. 
poreal or physiological development, and that the most exalted 
and wonderful functions of the intellect are manifested when the 
body is in repose, or in a state of apparent death, it is not a 
violent or far-fetched inference that functions which are thus 
developed, in opposition to, and at the expense of the physio
logicaf lite and power, and which attain their highest condition 
when the corporeal functions are completely arrested, would be 
still more fully developed and active if the arrest of the bodily 
functions should become more decisive and permanent, as by 
an actual death. It would be a legitimate inference that, in 
such a case, the mind would permanently continue in a more 
exalted condition than any which it had previously known 
while in the body. 

Yet, however plainly this may be indicated by certain analo
gies and tendencies, we need more decisive eYidence upon a sub
ject of such importance, and should, if possible, determine, by 
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direct observation, the nature and reality of this post-morlta 
existence, which seems to occupy so lofty a sphere. If mind 
maintains its permanent existence and identity after the total 
suspension of the physical vitality, a benevolent plan of crea
tion would require that the fact should not be concealed from us 
be any impenetrable veil. Mind in the livin~ man should be com
petent to perceive disembodied mind, and the spiritual world 
ahould be as much a subject of scientific investigation as the 
world of minerals and plants. 

Such observations I have heretofore endeavored to make. ! 
considerable number may be found in every community who ar. 
capable of perceiving the reality of spiritual existence. The 
power is most readily developed in connexion with experim«.>nts 
m psychometry, of which many are capable. Under ordinary 
circumstances we may find five or ten individuals out of a hun
dred who are capable of perceiving the mental influence of the 
writer of a letter by placing it upon the forehead. Those -.·ho 
have powers of a hi()'h order, not only perc~ive the genel"lll in. 
fluence of the writer!Js mind, but enter into full sympathy with 
his character and thoughts, identify them~lves with his con. 
sciousness and thus perceive his social position, and the gelll'ral 
tenor of the events of his life up to the present time. 

The fact that the impressible person perceives the emotioos 
and thou~hts of the wnter at the time of writing, is sufficientll 
wonderful, but it is far more wonderful that this sympathy o • 
ten extends beyond the period of the writing so as to enablt- the 
psychometer to determine whether the writer be living cw dtad. 
The manuscript of the dead produces a distinct mental impres
sion, but gives no consciousness of physical life. On the ton. 
trary, it produces an enfeebling influence upon the physiol~ral 
constitution, and a peculiar sensation at the heart, v.-hicb 
enables the psychometer to recognize the absence of life. In 
one case, he will speak of the writer as living and occupying 
a certain sphere in life ; in the other, he will recognize a con. 
tinued existence, and speak of him as occupying a certain 
sphere or condition of spiritual life. When he speaks of tbt 
hving, his impressions are distinct, and prove to be correct; and 
when he speaks of the dead, his tmpressions are equally di..~ 
tinct, and analogy would lead us to suppose that thev v.-fre 
equally correct. lf we have verified the existence and acrorary 
of the psychometric power by trying its correctness upon thi~ 
of which we have a positive knowledge, we have no reason to 
suppose that the moment it begins to survey phenomena -.·hich 
are beyond the reach of other methods of investigation it bto
comes entirely fallacious. If we have a telescope upon which wi' 

rely when surveying the various objects on earth, which may be 
surveyed by other means, and which has amply proved its ac
curacy by repeated trials, we do not hesitate to turn it aloft 
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to the stars, and to rely upon its reports of the heavenly bodies, 
a.lthou(J'h they arc far beyond our reach and measurement. 

I ho1d, therefore, that the reports of psychometers in reference 
to the spiritual life after death, are worthy of our reliance. 
These rep«'rts are harmonious, consistent, and rational. They 
represent the deceased individual as occupying a sphere of calm, 
elevated, and serene existence. They often speak of him as 
looking back upon his past career with different feelings and 
sentiments from those which he entertained during life, in con
sequenct> of his now purer and more elevated state. 

These reports, derived from the intuitive perceptive powers, 
are not produced merely by imagination or by pre-existing 
opinions. The intuitive and spiritual faculties, whenever suf
ficiently excited, produce the same class of perceptions (of spir
itual existence) wbether the individual who perceives has pre.. 
viously believed or not in the existence of anything immaterial. 
I have taken some pams to make these experiments upon those 
who were disbelie\·ers of the common religious doctrines, and 
who were inclined to a rigid materialism. Their opinions 
produced no difference in the1r perceptions. They could recog
nize the spirtual forms of departed friends and communicate 
with them. Nine years since, I tried these experiments upon a 
gentleman and lady of fine literary powers, who then realized, 
by their own perceptions, what they had previously disbelieved • 

.My own experiments have shown that this kind of testimony 
to the reality of spirit life is sufficiently abundant, as every vil
lage and eve1·y public audience contains a number who are 
competent to give such evidence from their sensations or per
ceptions, when properly developed. 

But the evidence is vastly more extensive, the same intuitive 
and spiritual faculties have, time out of mind, been coming forth 
in spontaneous development, teaching to a few the existence and 
condition of departed friends, and thus rreserving to mankind 
an im{>Crfect knowledge of their spiritua career. 

Clairvoyants, seers, sages, poets, and theologians (from the 
earliest records of history) have distinctly perceived the exist
ence of disembodied spirits, and held communion with the 
departed. Volumes might be filled with their testimony, much 
of which proceeds from men of a high order of mind, and of 
the most unquestionable integrity. In modern times, we have 
an illustrious example in the life of Swedenborg, one of the 
most profound and correct philosophers of Europe, who, for a 
large portion of his life, enjoyed, according to his own 
account, free and intimate communication with the inhabit
ants of the spirit world. Whether we are disposed or not 
to receh·e h1s t>ntire system of philosophy and theology, 
v•e cannot doubt the fact that he possessed the clairvoyant 
power, and perceived, by the interior sense, things beyond tbe 
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reach of other mortals; and it is equally certain, that not only 
were his direct perception thus exalted, but his general pE"Detra
tion into the system of nature was far greater than that of hi! 
contemporaries. If blameless inte~rity, ample learning, rem'lrk· 
·able mental acuteness, and a position above the influence of any 
surrounding temptation-from necessity or a love of popularity
if such conditions constitute a claim upon our credence, surely 
the testimony of Sweden borg is entitled to an honorable recog· 
nition; nor can we in any way avoid the force of his testimony 
concerning spiritual beings, unless we sul'Pose his imaginatioo 
exalted ana perverted to an extent that mtght constitute a form 
of chronic insanity, yet co-existing with the most perfect sanity, 
wisdom, and rectitude upon other subjects. The existence of 
such a condition would constitute one of the most remark.ahk 
phenomena ever known, and if we indul~ in such hl'"J)Oth~ 
we may with equal propriety impute msanity to all whose 
o.Pinions deviate greatly from the fashionable standard of tbe 
times. . 

An example more recent, and perhaps not less convincing, i5 
furnished by the wonderful experience of the American Sl!'t'l', 

Andrew Jackson Davis. This young man, by the assiduoos cuJ. 
tivation of the spiritual or intuitive power, has risen from a 
condition of ignorance to an eminent rank as a brilliant and 
pleasing writer-has, beyond all doubt, attained a power of 
clairvoyance, enabling him, in many instances, with great accu. 
racy, to recognize distant objects, and to explore the world of 
mind. He testifies in strict harmony with the testimony of aU 
intuitive observers of all ages-that he not only perceh·f'S tbt 
spiritual power in the living man, but perceives ats separati011 
from the body in the act of death, and its continued life tht>reafter. 

But it would seem needless to accumulate testimony upon this 
subject; an extensive survey of the facts will'" convince an,· i~ 
partial observer, that in all ages and countries, whene\"er tht 
constitution of man has been placed in a favorable condition for 
spiritual perception, an independent existence of mind bas 
been distinctly perceived ; no matter whether their spiritual n· 
altation was produced by the progress of disease, by trancr, 
or by approacliing the borders of death, by the repose of tbt 
body in.sleep, by the exaltation of a spiritual nature, by religioe! 
emotions, and by the intense yearning of love for absent fiit>nck 
by the progressive evolutions of a refined constitution, or by tbt 
artificial influence of Mesmeric procedures, concentrating e 
unusual ener~y in the spiritual regions of the brain; in all ca..'II'S 
alike, the extstence of spiritual beings has been distinctly Pf"· 
ceived ; and every witness who has yet been interro~tt>d. coin
cides in the opinion that the life of the spirit after the death of 
the body, may be as distinctly perceived as the life of tht> spirit 
while yet dwelling in the flesh. 
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Nor are we limited to the mere recognition of the general 
fact ; many observers have gone on tracing the history of those 
who lived on earth, in their spiritual career, ascertaining the 
philosophy and history of the spirit world, and thus giving us 
the inestimable treasures of psychological knowledse. 

A French writer (M. Caha~net) has recently, wtth laudable 
perseverance, engaged in an mvestigation of spiritual science, 
having a number of I acid somniloquent indiviauals at his com
mand, whose clairvo,rant powers were retiable for such exelora
tion. He employed . their time in the exploration of the 
phenomena of the spiritual world. The system of psycholo~i
cal science, which their observations have thus developed, com
cides so remarkably with the observations of Sweedenborg, 
Davis, and other seers, as to give an important verification of 
the reality, the accessibility, and simplictty of this species of 
knowledge. But we need no historic testimony upon this subject, 
for we have always in our midst many who are capable of 
becoming direct observers and witnesses. The spirit world is 
near at hand, and psychology is perhaps as easy of exploration as 
the physical science of geology; each has its treasures of 
collected knowledge in books-each has its strata of interesting 
truths around us-each is accessible to every candid inquirer. 

. Yet notwithstandi~ all the facts in nature which point tot he 
development, eliminatwn, and emancipation of a. spiritual being 
in man, as the ultimate aim and highest accomplishment of the 
natural world-notwithstanding its intimate alliance with our 
loftiest and most generous emotions, and its elevating influence 
upon mankind-notwithstanding the vast collected mass of evi
dence upon this subject, there may still be those whose minds 
resist such evidence, and who cannot feel a calm and firm re
liance, even upon this broad basis of evidence. Analogy may 
bejronounced delusion ; and the perceptions of those entranced 
an seemingly dead, may be referred to imagination. The tes
timony of good and wise men may also be referred to imagina
tion impelled by enthusiasm; and even the testim6ny of the most 
accurate clairvoyant seers may be considered unreliable. 

To a great majority of mankind, a. sufficient accumulation of 
testimony will be convincing; but to those who stubbornly 
maintain previous opinions, and evade the force of evidence by 
ingenious hypotheses, it is almost impossible to furnish satisfac
tory evidence. 

It will be in vain that the clairvoyant recognises, in the spirit 
world, an individual who died before the seer was born, and 
describes his personal appearance. 

The skeptic will affirm that this belongs to the wondrous 
powers of the clairvoyant, to the intuitive faculties of man. He 
will affirm that the intuitive power gathers up from the memo
ries of the living the idea of the departed. It is in vain that the 
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clairvoyant receives, from spiritual bei~, messages conveying 
imJ,>ortant knowledge, telling to the livmg things far beyooo 
the1r knowledge, proving that a higher intelligence has be-en 
engaged. The skeptic will declare that although the clairvoy. 
ant honestly believes he receives such knowledge from a hi~ 
source, he was deceived by his own fancy, and merely embod!ed 
in a human form, by-the force of his dreamy imagmation, tht 
sugsestions which really sprung from his own creative and i:l
tuitlve intellect. No matter what wisdom might come do..-n 
from the spirit world through such medium-no matter ho• 
far beyond the knowle~ of the interested parties such know
ledge might be, it woufd still be affirmed that all such know
ledge was derived from the minds of the living; and if it should 
be clearly jroven that the spiritual knowledge thus obtained 
was beyon the reach of all living minds, and relating to matte11 
of which no human being had knowledge, still it would be 
affirmed that such knowledge, if not derived from living mind!, 
was derived from impressions which those once hving had ld\ 
behind them in their manuscripts, and other subjects of familiar 
contact ; and even if all such hypotheses should fail and be re
futed, the indomitable skeptic would still fall back upon the pro
position, that the intuitive faculty of man is competent of itself, 
without any definite sources of information, to reveal the m:'l5t 
remote and hidden truths; and yet he will maintain that thi! 
same intuitive power, so vast in its grasp, and so truthful in it! 
reports, is deceptive in reference to S(Hrituality; and that it giret 
a substantial existence to fo1·ms wh1ch are the creatures of itJ 
own imagination. It is difficult to refute the man of ingE"nif41! 
hypotheses. If driven from the first point he occupie~, he readily 
occupies another more remote and inaccessible. Our demoo
stratwn therefore is incomplete. To a man of skertical in
genuity, it is impossible to provethe spirit world. AI analogy 
he rejects, because analogy is not demonstration-all testimo~;y 
of clairvoyance he rejects, because he is not a clairvoyant hi~ 
self, and because clairvoyants may be imaE?inative. 

To demonstrate the existence of the spint-world, with an i~ 
evitable force, requires something more than all this. It is •" 
cessary not only that all nature should point, by her laws 1.!111 
analogies, to spiritual life ; and that all intuihve clain·o}·a!i 
seers should distinctly perceive, and recognize, and c.ommu:U
cate with spiritual beings; not only that the testimony of mil
lions should be unanimous, but a still stronger evidence is nef'dt~ 
an eddence not dependent upon elaborate reasonin!!'S, nor upoe 
our faith in human testimony; but more direct and Forcible thall 
either, it is necessary that the spirit-world should speak (or i&
self. If it be possible for the disembodied to make them5t'lt·e 
visible or audible to those who have no exalted intuiti\·e powers
to those who perceive only by gross and earthly med.i&-3• 
auredly it is desirable that we should hear its voice. 
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If this world be constructed in accordance with the highest 
powers of benevolence, it is not probable that our departed 
fric,;ds \V ill be for ever barred from all communication with the 
liviug. The time has come at last for free direct communion 
oi' heaveu at1d earth-the dead have held coll\'erse with the 
liviu~, not by the interior sense alone, but by sounds produced in 
our g;oss atmn::.phere; these souuds originating in no physical 
cause, June b•:en heard so often in the East aud in the \V<·st, 
by hu,1Jreds ii' not thow;auds of our most enlighterwd and ac
cu. ate oiJ~<.·n e:·s, th.tt it would be folly ar;d arro~ance to deny 
th-Jir C\ isteuce. If human testimony ue not all talse, if history 
b1~ rwt all a table, these sounds originating in no material cause, 
and conveying messages of an intellectual and elevating charac
ter, have been ot\en heard. They have been heard in our city by 
the most critical observers. Our departed friends have thus spoken 
to the living, giving words of wise counsel, of friendship, and of 
consolation, and promising communications hereafter. 

The fact is establishe~it has passed beyond all controversy ; 
the spirit-world · has spoken-the demonstration is complete, 
that man is a spiritual and immortal being-that the departed 
atill live in a higher realm than ours. The solution of this 
great mystery, the final and irresistible demonstration of this • 
holy truth, has already begun to elevate and spiritualize the 
thoughts of men; and 1t is destined to lead us on by an irresis
tible attraction in a grand career of progress. In view of the 
great moral results that are to be attamed-in view of the great 
mysteries of science that have thus been solved, I cannot but 
regard these manifestations of departed spirits, by means of au
dible sounds, as one of the highest and holiest facts in history ; 
a commencement of a new era, the first rays crossing our 
horizon from the sunrise of the nineteenth century. 

IIITUU'nliO INCID&IfT.-While visiting at Rochester some time since, the 
writer was gratified with many pleasing testimonials of the reality of spiritual 
intercourse, received in the presence of the Fox family. On one occasion, as I 
was seated at a table in company with several strange1'8, the following incident 
occurred, which, though entirely unexpected, furnished the most satifactory evi
dcmce of the nearness and intelligence of spirits. When one of the gentlemen 
present was conversing with one of his deceased friends, an infant 8pirit-as in
dicated by the lightness of the ra~made a signal for the alphabet. On re
peating the letters, the sentence was spelled out, "Pa, you atll.; •twBtioM.'' None 
of us for some time understood to whom this language was addressed. Tho 
person whose communication had been interrupted, declared that he ne,·er lost 
a child, and the same statement was made by the rest of the company, until at 
last Mrs. Fish, tum.ing to me, inquired, "Have you not lost one '1"-to which I 
replied in the negative. Immediately there was another signal for the alphabet, 
and the words spelled out were, " If /mrre licing, tDOUll you not call me tlaughtrr 1 
You tDOUld be my •t~fathrr.'' It then occurred to me that my wife, about ten 
years since, while Jiving with a former husband, had lost an infant child; and on 
mentioning the fact it was immediately indicated by the raps, that this was the 
aame who had desired me to ask questions, and had described so accurately the 
relationship existing between us. It should be observed that no person present 
c:ould )l0118ibly have kno.vn that my wife had ever lost a child. a. r. •· 

VoL. ll.-P. 
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ART. H.-PHRENOLOGICAL NOME~CLATURE. 

The nomenclature and classification of the organs of the 
brain is, to .a great extent, arbitrary. The number of 
subdivisions of which the convolutions and their fiures adn:it, 
is almost illimitable. The manner in which these subli,i
sions shall be grouped together is variable, as it may Le 
governed by our convenience, and by a reference to the 
l?urpose for which the classification is made. In a cla s~i
fication of cerebral organs, made for the purpose of popular 
teac·hing, the groups of organs should be large, the nuwb.'r 
of fibres contained in each should be great, and their aggre
gate tendency expressed by familiar terms, indicating a geueral 
rather than a special tendency. In this manner the entire char
acter of the brain may be comprehended in a iew groups or 
organs and functional tendencies, which may readily be appre
hended at a glance. 

For the purposes of the accurate practical phrenologist, a more 
minute subdivision is necessary. It is essential not only to 
speak of the general tendencies of the various organs and ~oups. 

• but to speci(y for each the ultimate results or acts to "'hich it 
may give rise, so as to enable us to indicate the probable acts of 
the inaividual in whom it may predominate.. 

To the mental philosopher, who desires to trace not onh· the 
entire workings of the human economy, but its n10st ulti'mate 
exterior relations to the world, and the continual reaction he
tween man and nature, it may be nececessary to go into a still 
more minute, microscopic analysis of the bram, accumulatill!! a 
complexity and multiplicity of terms, for various shades of m;n
tal manifestation, which would be inconvenient in popular teach
ing, and embarrassing to the tyro in practical phrenolog_y. It 
is aesirable, therefore, not to limit ourselves stnctly to any one 
system of nomenclature and classification, but to adopt various 
methods adapted to the ends for which they may be used. 

The grouping or classification of the organs admits of mu(·h 
greater variety than their essential nomenclature. For v.·hat
ever purpose we may study the science-in whate,·er light men 
may !Je vtewed-we shall find it desirable, or at least convenient, 
to modify the mode of grouping, so as to contemplate the func. 
tions of the brain with reference to a particular end. If, for 
example, we would study the organs of the brain especially in 
their mathematical relation to each other, exhibiting clearly at 
a glance their mutual connections and influence, the mode of 
~rouping, and the forms of the organs would be materially dif. 
terent from that desired for any other purpose. The mode of 
~ouping which would exhibit clearly at a glance the manner in 
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which each organ affects its antagonist, the correspondence be
tween the ranges of co-operative organs, and the modifying in
fluence which eaeh organ has over all in its own as well as in 
its opposite hemispher<>, would not be conveniently adapted to 
popular teaching, howe,·er interesting it might be to the student 
of ahstt:use philosophy. · 

The grouping and nomenclature which would be adapt«>d to 
the distinct display of the relations between the brain and the 
body, would be entirely unfit to exhibit the relations of the brain 
as an organ of mind and moral character. 

The mode of arrangement which would exhibit the relations 
of the hrain to dietetics, would be distinct from the arrange
ment best adapted to any other purpose. 

Hence we perceive that he who has a correct knowledge of 
the ultimate function~ of the fibres of the brain, may conve
niently arrange that knowledge in a great variety of forms, as 
he wisht>s to Clemonstrate its various aspects, and its various re
lations to other knowledge. Just as an anatomist in the dissec
tion of a brain, might present a great variety of views and 
sections, all of which would be but aitferent presentations of the 
same physical facts. To one who wishes to become a thorough 
anatomist, it would be desirable to take as many different views· 
as ~ossihle, and to disgect the brain in all the various modes in 
wh1ch it can be anatom.izt>d. And, in like manner, he who 
would thoroughly understand the functions of the brain, the s«>at 
of the mental and physiological forces ofman, should not limit 
himself to one sin~le monotonous mode of nomenclature, hut 
shnuld view the sul~ject in all its aspects, and with all the varia
tions of' which the laws of nature, and a philosophical ety
mology admit. 

The various schf'mes of nomenclature which thus appear to 
be practicable and desirable, I have not yet attempted to execute. 
Ha\'ing been but little engaged in the publication of my discov
eries, a single view of the subject has sufficed for my imme
diate purpose, and I have avoided the publication of other 
views, which might tend to confuse those who gave but a hasty 
attention to the subject. But, as I design hereafter, to give 
more attention to the propagation of the science, I shall 
now bring forward several important suggestions as to the no
menclature of the brain. SeYeral suggestions which I wish to 
make at present, are designed rather to elucidate the subject, 
and popularize its philosophy, than to embarrass the reader by 
the consideration of abstruse relatiom. • 

The very first question that arises in fixing upon a system of 
nomenclature, springs from the fact that every organ of the 
brain is capable of various dPgrees of intensity of action, and 
manifestation. Although its action is in each instance essen
tially the same, whether slightly or intensely excited, its mani-
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festations are widely different. The reason of this is, that the 
manifestation of an organ is not made by means of an appara!u~, 
peculiar to itself, acted upon by itgelf alone, but is made hy 
means of a human being in whom innumerable other org:t:ts 
may have an equal or greater juri:-dietion. Ht•nee the lir,t 
manifrstation of an o:-gan, wh<>n moderntPiy excited, is but a 
!'light ia:lu::>nce upon the charael·· r or upon tht> man in tl! ,- d!. 
redion in which It points. In the action which re~u:ts frnrn its 
!lli•rht t'XcitenwrJt, the clnractl'r of the organ is not di:-tinrtly 
set' f<~rth. Its dn:-:tctc>t'i :;tic tendency is controlled a :1d nw<H!· J 
hy those of all thP other organs of the brain. Thns it j, J ... 
si~ned by nature, th1.t every organ should act und~r the cont:-nl 
and r<>gulation of the remamder, not as planets flymg at a tan
~nt from their orbit and their central sun, but as planets mO\·· 
mg harmoniously in their proper orbits, regulated by internal 
forces, and counteracting attractions. _ 

The question would then arist', in reference to each organ, 
what shall we consider its legitimate orbit? whether;it shall be 
controlled by the centripetal attraction, and kept within a nar
row limit, or whether it shall obey its own centrifugal force, 
and rush on through a vast and comprehensive orbit? Before 
we can determine appropriately our nomenclature, it will be
come necessary to adjust the centripetal and centrifugal forces, 
to give to each organ its proper sphere or orbit, describe it aa 
traveling happily in that sphere, and · also indicate the wider 
and more erratie orbit in which its own intrinsic imptdse would 
carry it onward if uncontrolled. But when we undertake to 
fix a precise S,Phere or orbit for any organ, we find our determi
nation hf.commg somewhat arbitrary. Each or~n may ha,·e 
various spheres or ranges of action, one of which 1s best adapted 
to health, another to the intellectual progress of our n~, 
another to physical power and success, and another to present 
and future happiness. In short, we may select for each org:to 
of the human brain, a different sphere or defVCe of action ac
cordin~ to the purpose for which we wish the mdividual to 1x> or
ganized. But probably no two individuals would entirely agrt't' 
in determining the proper sphere of our various organs, as U('b 

would have a different conception of the best organization of 
man, and the best l?roportion of his faculties. 

From the~ considerations we are at once led to pei"CE'ive, that 
there are two distinct methods of nomenclature, each posse~!'ing 
important advantages; the one method, l\·hich.aims to exhibit 
each organ acting in the sphere which we most approve-acting 
in a manner consonant with health and happmess-ading 
in subordination to the general laws of harmonious arran,.,"('. 
ment for the brain, and producing the best results. This 
system of nomenclature is well adapted to popular instrurti<'n, 
and presents a pleasing aspect of the science; it is co~nial 
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with our higher sentiments, and points distinctly to the great 
truths of moral philosophy. Hence it would be a favorite with 
those who delight to contemplate man as he should be, and to 
look at the virtuous, healthy, and Iesitimate operations of his 
nature, rather than at the vices and dtstortions whi<:h the actual 
history of the world exhibits. 

But notwithstanding these advantages, this harmonious and 
orderly system of nomenclature is not sufficiently expressive and 
emphatic to answer all our purposes ; neither IS it sufficiently 
profound and comprehensive to give us a thorough understanding, 
or sufficiently analytical to satisfy the demands of the philo
sophical inquirer. The world as It is, and has been, does not 
exhibit to us merely the legitimate action of the various organs 
moving in their appropriate spheres, for there are comparatively 
few whose natures are entirely harmonious. The history of 
mankind is largely made up of excesses and deviations from 
propriety; hence, while there are so few perfectly harmonious 
mdtvtduals, a system of nomenclature adapted only to the har
mony of the faculties would be better fitted to the millennia} 
condition of the race than to its present career. 

Still, it may be said, that the contemplation of excellence is 
always beneficial, and that a system of nomenclature adapted 
to a harmonious career may, therefore, be beneficial to us in our 
present condition ; hence I would by no means object to the 
tendency in the minds of many phrenolo~ists, to nameJ every 
organ from its legitimate function in contnbuting to the health 
and happiness of man. ' 

For example, at the ba!ilar part of the middle lobe, is a por
tion of the brain connected with our appetite. The name which 
has been given to this repon, of Alimentiveness, signifies a dis
position to take food. This name pomts to its normal manifes
tation, but the true functions of the organ arc hunger, thirst, and 
love of stimulus. In proportion as it is active, the individual 
becomes \'Ora<'ious, hungry, gluttonous and intemperate. Un. 
controlled by the higher faculties, it hurries him on to a glutton's 
or a drunkard's grave. It is necessary that we should ''iew the 
organ in both its modes of action-in the normal, healthy, and 
judicious manifestation, as a necessary and beneficial organ of 
appetite, and also in its abnormal manifestation, whenever it 
becomes a controlling element of the constitution, and snatches 
from the higher organs the control of the character, so as to 
make the wh(:¥e man manifest in uncontrolled excess, the influ
ence of one of the most subordinate parts of his constitution. 

The normal manifestation is the result of a just proportion 
in the brain-a proportion which renders the infertor organs 
entirely subordinate to our higher powers. The abnormal 
manifestation arises from disproportion, which deforms the char
acter by rendering the smallest organs the largest and most con. 
trolling. These excessive manifestations have been called, by 
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some, perversions; it is true, they are perversions of the char
acter of man, pen·ersions of the symmetry of his brain; Lut 
they are not pen·ersions of the individual organs. The or~au 
of Alimenth·eness in itself exercises the same function, whether 
it consumes a single potato or a peck-whether it consumes an 
oyster or a turkey, whether it gratifies itself with a glass of 
wine or a quart of brandy. The manifestation of the same 
organ, which is merely greater in degree, in consequence of 
~r~ater development, is not a perversion. It is the uniform and 
mevitable result of its action carried to a greater extent. &, in 
reference to any other organ. There is no difference bet~nea 
its normal and abnormal manifestation, except that in the one in. 
stance its manifestation is checked and controlled by oth~r 
organs, whereas in the other, it overcomes the controlling fon-e, 
and manifests its own unbridled tendency, as a planet, by its 
centrifugal force, rushes from its legitimate orbit and flies afar 
from its central regulating power. Our animal passions are the 
subordinate instrumentalities with which we work, desi~nro to 
obey the control of our will, and in a rightly proportioneo brain, 
they have not sufficient strength to overcome the control of the 
the will, moral sense, and the judgment. But in an improperlr 
balanced brain, the moral sense, judgment, and will have not suffi. 
cient power to hold the reins, and, consequently, the same force 
which might, under control, have carried us on to happiness, 
now runs wild, and carries us to ruin. Our passion~, like lh~ 
horses of a stage coach, are altogether useful and import:tnt ~:> 
long as the driver is competent to control them Ly the rt-i~l5, 
but whenever the driver is feeble or incompetent, or the horses 
too furious and powerful for his control, we are carried away 
into danger and destruction by the very same power which, 

· under proper control, would have led us to safety and happi
ness. Our passions and appetites may be compared to the 
steam power of a locomoth·e, which under proper control car. 
ries us with rapidity to onr journey's end, but without control 
destroys all connected with it. Yet in the two cases there 1s no 
essential difference in the fire and tht.! steam. They are aeting out 
their own nature, displaying the same intrinsic force, w ht-ther it be 
controlled by our wisdom, and directed to good ends, or allowt'd 
to act without proper control and produce mischief. Th~ 
steam and the fire are not pervertrd, or changed as to thdr 
essential nature, but only misapplied. 

';l'hese illustrations might be prolonged to an inddbite extent. 
but it is sufficiently obdous tint our various or~us h:\n' ead1 
an intrinsic charactei·, by which each organ is adapted to p!"~'· 
duce, under the control of the others, the -best result, and that 1bc 
sarnP. force which, in a harmonious ad! on of tlw brain. proJun·s 
good results, must necessarily, when actin~ alone, de\·ia:e from 
ts normal sphere, and produce evil. In other words, nil ari-.·s 

simply from the excessive manifestation, of organs uncoutrol!c J, 
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in which manifest<1tion the essential nature of the organ is not 
changed or perverted, but merely deprived of those regulating 
forces which arc essential to its best results. 

Man himself is susceptible of great perversion by the dispro
portion of his organs, but the organs themselves are simple 
elementary forces, which in their excessive manifestations are 
not perverted. · 

If it were practicable to devise a system of nomenclature, 
which would express egually the normal and abnormal manifes- · 
tations-which would 1ndicate the tendency of each organ dis
tinctly, without stating whether that tendency was normally or 
abnormally displayed, such nomenclature would be the most 
comprehensive and satistactory. For example, the organ of 
Alimentiveness, with its subdivisions, hunger, thirst, and love of 
stimulus, presents a judicious nomenclature. The name indi
dicates the tendency of the organ, but does not indicate whether 
that tendency is manifested in a harmonious, or an excessive 
manner-whether food is temperately, or intemperately taken. 
But in reference to a considerable portion of the organs of the 
brain, I have used a nomenclature, ex{>ressive of the extreme or 
uncontrolled action of the organs, pomting to the special re
sults and remarkable acts which they produce under high excite
ment. Believin~ that we can understand man rightly, only by 
a thorou"'h analysis of his character, by taking his various 
cerebral 1orces apart from each other, I have endeavored to 
present in my nomenclature this thorough analysis-this speci
fication of the extreme results, which would be produced by 
each organ, when it assumes the control of the whole brain. 
Many of these manifestations, as for example, murder, suicide, 
cruelty, treachery, etc., are repugnant to our moral sense, and 
somewhat repulsive to those who are accustomed to look UJ>On 
the bright side of human nature; but it must be borne in mmd, 
that these abnormal and excessive manifestations, in which we 
see the true tendency of the ammal organs, are deviations from 
their froper sphere. In actions of violence and crime, the 
anima organs escape the control of the higher powers, and like 
a fire which has escaped from the grate or stove, they spread 
devastation around. Yet, because a fire, confirled in its proper 
place, merely produces a genial warmth, we should not for~t 
the fact that it is the essential nature of fire to burn, and that it. 
will burn us, unless we keep it under great restraint. So it i~ 
the essential nature of the animal organs to commit violence. 
and to do a~ts \vhich violate th~ moral code, and this they wil . 
do unless under continual restraint ; yet when under that re
straint, they serve, like the fire, to produce a congenial warmth, 
and to enable us to resist the inclemency of the elements. 

It is not, therefore, designed by the terms hatred, cruelty, 
murder, etc., to indicate that such ads and emotions are the 
necessary and usual consequences of the organs, but that such is 
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the tendency they possees, such are the ends toward which 
they point, and toward which they will advance, just so far as 
permttted by the higher powers. 

If it were practicable to express, in reference to each organ, by 
a single term, both its ultimate tendency and its legitimate harmo
nious manifestation, that term would undoubtedly be the best; and 
in reference to the gastric or~n, the term Alimentiveness may 
answer this purpose. Still, 1t will scarcely be practicable to 
render our ideas of the organs sufficiently defuute and exact, 
without a distinct reference to their ultimate and extreme re
sults. We understand the direction of the magnetic needle be-st, 
by saying that it J>?ints to the north star, and thus also the ulti
mate tenaencies of our organs may be best comprehended by 
knowin1$ what are the polar stars of their manifestation. 

In reterence to the intellectual organs, we find no difftculty. 
The names which express their functional action do not indi
cate the function to be excessh'e or abnormal ; they indicate 
merely the power, not the results which follow from its exer
cise. The moral organs, too, may be happily expreSSE'd by 
terms which point to their good results in elevating the moral 
nature and happiness of man, but which do not J>C?int to their 
evil results in over-powering the anim&l nature, and destroying 
the physical energtes. It is only in reference to the basilar 
region of the brain, where reside the subordinate elements of 
our nature, that we find any difficulty in expressing at once the 
essential tendency of the organ and its ultimate results, without 
identifying the organ with the evils to which it may give rise 
when in excess. 

Some of our basilar organs are so sma11 by nature, and des
tined to exert so limited an mfluence, that any very distinct 
manifestation becomes abnormal. Others which are less essen
tially evil, may obviously admit of a circumscribed manifesta
tion, others again have a still wider sphere of normal activity, 
and the difficulty of devising a satisfactory system of nomen
clature increases in proportion as the organs are smaller and 
destined by nature to a more and more circumscribed sphere 
of action. . 

Although it may not be/ossible at present entirely to o\·er
come these difficulties, an render every portion of our nomen
clature perfectly perspicuous, additional research will doubtless 
enable us to give, w1th more exactness, the precise sphere of 
each organ, the normal extent of its manifestation, and the 
most convenient form of nomenclature. · 

There are certain portions of the brain, which, in the preSE-nt 
sense of the world, produce very active and decided manifesta
tions, in reference to the functions of which we cannot be 
mistaken, but as these manifestations are almost entirely ab
normal, and as the development of these portions of the brain 
is so exceedingly small as to place them under the absolute 
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control of the hi~her powers, we may make a comprehensive 
remark which Will serve to elucidate the entire philosophy 
of this subject. Every organ of the brain possesses an inhe
rent tendency, of which a certain amount is beneficial and 
necessary to man, but of which an excess is injurious. 

Those organs which are capable of displaying the greatest 
amount of their influence, without producing injury, are given 
us by nature in the largest development-those wh1ch are less 
capable of extensive beneficial manifestations, and which most 
readily run to e\·il results, are given us in smaller development, 
while those which are least necessary to the healthy and happr. 
constitution of man, which most readily become sources of evll 
are given us in so very small an amount as to place them, m a 
rightly constituted brain, under the absolute control of the higher 
powers, and render them incompetent to any independent or 
very distinct manifestation. All these subordinate organs act, 
it is true, in every brain, but their action is confined within so 
narrow limits, as to be merely modifying and directing influences 
for the controlling powers, never rising to the dignity of sharing 
in the control, or making their influence distinctly felt. 

In accordance with the foregoing principles, the following may 
be suggested as a judicious system of nomenclature for the 
purposes of popular mstruction, presenting as it does a general 
view of the tendencies of the various regions of the brain, with
out attempting an exact specification of all their ultimate and 
abnormal effects. 

.lntelkcbMJl, 

P~l. 

rrntellect (perceptive or wakeful}-Sleep. 

l Intellect (reftective)-Adhesi\·enesa. 
Marvelousne88--Skepticism. 
Ideality-Coarseness. 

Humility or Reverence-Ambition. 
Sublimity-Animality. 

{

Liberality-Acquisitiveness 
,Benevolence-Selfishness. 
Truthfulness-Secretivenesa. 
Sociability-Combativeness. 
l;niversal Love or Goodness--Destructiveness. 
Integrity-Cunning or Baseness. 
Patience-Irritability. 
lnhabitiTenesa or Patriotism-Turbulence. 
Cautiousness--Reclllessness. 

rFirmness--Fear. 
Temperance-Alimentivenesa. 
I fardihood-&naibility. l Health-Disease. 
Energy-Relaxation. 
Playfulne-Melancholy. 
Sanity-Insanity. 

{

Ardor-Coldness. 
Action or Manifestation (Conductor Organs, or 

Organs of Natural Language.)-Restraint. 
Vitality-Mortality. . 
Amativen--cbastity. 
Nutrition-Atrophy. 

• 
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The foregoing catalogue is sufficient to show how impos!>iLie 
it is to make a satisfactory classification, and separate the org:il:,s 
into distinct groups. It is equally impossible to express 1he 
elements of human nature in a clear and satisfactory mannt-r loy 
any small number of terms for a few large organs. The fifty
four divisions above mentioned may cover the whole brain, Wt 
the names are far from conveying a full and definite conceptir11 
of character, as the subdivisions of these regions cannot Le adt
quately expressed by the general term. For example, Rt:liginl 
in the department of Goodness, Imitation in the d£>partmt-ut of 
Sociablihty, and Somnolence in the d£>partment of Ideality, ;;.re 
not distinctly implied by the general name ofthe region. 

It is also quite obvious that it is not fracticable at present to 
find terms which, will express the norma and legitimate sphtrt- of 
action for some of our organs, sueh as Insanity and Dist-a~. 
organs which are doubtless not only a part but a useful part cf 
the economy of nature, yet designed only to exert a slight inCu
ence, sufficient to counteract any excesses which might arise from 
their antagonist organs. They are remarkably sma 11 in the brain 
and in the true character of man, but if we should use terms H· 

pressive only of their ordinary healthy manifestation, those 
terms would be too faint and indefinite to reveal their true char
acter; hence, I prefer the name which expresses their decided 
and predominant action, which we so often meet in the ~UJI 
course of nature. 

ART. III.-DELUSION, HOAX, AND HUMBCG. 

A well developed and balanced mind successfully avoids all 
extremes and errors of faith, neither obstinately rejecting anr 
form of truth, nor carelessly adopting anv proposition whith lJ 

not in harmony with science and phi1osophy. Nay, mo!"l', 
instead of rejecting any form or any portion of science, 'the nun 
of well balanced mind is eager to receive and welcome f'\fi'T 

new fact or to go in search of any phenomena whi(:h may l~ 
in any degree instructi\·e; yet, far from carelessly adopti~ 
every novelty and wonder, he recognizes readily in ewn· m·• 
suggestion either its concord or its discord with the well kno-a·n 
laws of nature, and with a vast numl::er of lads which l.is 
candid enquiries have made familiar to his mind. Thus ~ 
readily dceidcs at once that cPrtain things are true whid1 311' at 
the time uttt>rly incredible to the multitude. He is regardfii ~~ 
visionary, wht>n in reality he is only clear sighted, and nnthir~ 
but time, whieh terminates all delusions, can vindkate his thu
actcr. 
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On the other hand, multitudes, not only of the mass of man
kind, but of those who are well educated, and who claim to be 
leaders in science, have by tiu too limited a horizon of thought 
to discriminate accurately between truth and error. They con
tinually denounce as imposture or delusion the new discoveries 
in science which are incredible to them, merely because, in the 
narrow range of their vision, they can see· nothing analagous to 
the new principles or in any degree connected with them. Could 
they look farther and deeper into the laws of nature, they could 
see many facts plainly indicating the truth of every new and 
valuable discovery, but limited as theit· vision is by bigotry, 
selfishness, and mental indolence, they neither appreciate new 
truths nor have they the power of readily detecting errors, as 
they are not aware of the facts and principles which are incom
patible with any novel suggestion. Hence we have a great deal 
of indiscriminate and doginatic skepticism, with a great deal 
of equally indiscriminate credulity in the very same class of 
perso11s. Whatever is not in harmony with their predominant 

_sentiments they dogmatically condemn, and w ha~ver coincides 
with their theories or passions they as foolishly approve. The 
fads of spiritual science are adverse to their materialism and 
dogmatism, hence they are rejected without an examination, 
but a great number of those who denounce or dislike all the 
higher and more beautiful phenomena of the human mind are 
easily de<:eived by anything which belongs to material science 
or by any statement which suits their prejudices. A learned 
editor of this city, for example, has declarfd that he would not 

' believe in mesmerism until the mesmeric phenomena were pro
duced in his own person. (This is very much like declaring 
that he would not believe in the existence of epilepsy until some 
p!lysician would give him an epileptic fit). The same editor, 
however, has recently exhibited the dose alliance between cre
dulity and skepticism, both of which arise from the samt
narrow range of thought, as he has been quite captivated with 
the wondrous powers and pretensions of a new mechanical in
vention- an engine to be propelled, not by steam, but by 
carbonic acid. This invention he announces as "the great
est discovery of tlte age." Yet the motive power of carbonic 
aeid has long 'been known, and the best method of its applica
tion to ma<.:hinery was discovered and publi~hed by my lather 
more than twenty years since. This great discovery, which is 
so pompnusly announced as destined to supercede the use of 
steam aud to revolutionize the industrial world, will prove upon 
trial to have been greatly exag,:!erated in its value. Our nrws
pa per~, in the same columns which denounce phenomena that 
th ~:·y do not comprehend, announce to the world, with approba
tion, the most improbable stories of discoveries and improve
ments, and scientific facts, which an accurate knowledge of sci. 
ence would prove to be entirely fallacious. 
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It becomes those who aim to escape these errors of dogmat
ism and credulity to cultivate impartial and liberal, but scrutin
izinB habits. If they neslect this precaution, they will ha"e 
the mortification of knowmg that they have not only rejecttd 
true science, but have allowed themselves to be imposed on by 
counterfeits. The very same individuals who had rejected con
temptuously all the phenomena of mesmerism and the solid 
truths of phrenology, were quite captivated and convinced by 
the celebrated moon hoax, and were not unwilling to believe in 
the Vespertilio-homo or man-bat in the moon. The same who 
at first considered mesmerism an imposture, were compelled by 
witnessing its experiments to admit the facts, and then wtre 
not unwilling to believe the celebrated story of mesmeric exploit~ 
written by the late Edgar A. Poe, in whtch he brought a highly 
intellectual gentleman under the mesmeric influence and k~~ 
him during the progress of his disease under this influence 
until he actually died in the mesmeric state, and yet hi! 
spirit continued under the operator's control, a!!d continiu-d ftt 
stx months to speak through the body and presen·e it from 
putrefaction, until, when the spell was dissolved and the spirit 
released, the body dissolved at once in a state of corruption. 
This was truly a Munchausen story, but it was believed'by solllf 
who could not distinguish between its wild absurdity aDd the 
true wonders of science. 

A story has recently been published in a Memphis paper, 
somewhat similar to Poe's mesmeric hoax. To a very suptr· 
ficial observer, entirely unacquainted with these phenomena, the 
Memphis story: would appear as plausible as any of our ~nl 
spiritual mamfestations, yet to any accurately ae<Juainted \flth 
the facts of such experiments, the story is destitute even of 
plausibility, and proves its writer to have l!een too little ~
quainted with such experiments to produce even a plausibl€' i~•· 
tation. There are not thirty consecutive lines in any portiOn 
of the story which do not betray the imposition. The style~ 
conversation and thought, and the description of the expPrt
ments are quite unlike anything that ever really occurs. Th~ 
whole struck me, at the first glance, as a very transparent boa~ 
yet I found it quite as acceptable and credible to persons ske~· 
cal and unacquamted with such subjects, as if it had been genu~!lt', 
and I now offer it to the readers of the Journal with the \"Jew 

of making them familiar with the contrast between truth aod 
fiction. 

The recent alarm in reference to the Atlantic steamship, be· 
fore she arrived at New York, has furnished a good opportuni!f 
for discriminating between truth and error. A clairvoyant tn 
Cleveland, announced that the ship was wrecked, and told a 
most improbable story about its destruction by ice, and the ('5-

cape of two of the crew, who had arrived at some place on the 
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coast northward of her port of departure, inhabited by Span
iard~. This ridiculous story was published as a test of the 
truth of clain·oyanl'e, by persons who should have known 
bdtr:·. I3ut to ca;> :h,• clima'f, even the spiritual talkrrs ha\·e 
lbplayr·d th :~· ir fa:lihtli~y o:1 th:tt su!Jjt,<:t. At a pri\·at2 sitting 
at tht' h('l!Sf' of ~fr. L., in l\!ilwaukie (\Viscm1:>in), thf' follow
inJ drmf)! l'! r;J tin:1 i"' ~a !d t <J have oc..::u:-red, Ly a l\Ii lwaukiP 
m·\vspa;wr :_tlw Alithropolo,:sist): 

<l. :\;._· t~. ;·,. n.<: s~ ::r 's t~~·r·.> t!J .t tvil; e;iv•: us any :~. r~ -~ -.a::;" :..::ativcto the 
f.lt• r,ft[J.' :-·~ · ;,i•J• ' i \1 ·:•;-I ·! .l. y, 3 . 

:\r ~~ fh·-rr> :!ny )j. ·r·· 1:.: p!·~isl; .. d t)!l bonrl ~ Y·:·s. 
Is til f' ('anl~\;11 ht·rc ~ Yl:';;. 
, _rill lhL .I :; p ;a Jil IJO\\' an::wcr ttll qu•·s tiuns pnt t,J L:nl, l_,y oi\·ing three raps fe r 

11 p :-s," anrl twn raps for" n<~ ?" ..1'\n::;wer, ihrt:\! rap:;. 
Were all on board lost ? Yes. 
Did the Atlantic leave Liverpool on the 28th of Dec~:mber 1 Yes. 
How many days from the time she left Li\~erpool until she was wrecked f 

Rapped 8. · 
Was she lost on the lith or January f Yes. 
Was it in the night 1 No. 
Was it between sun-rise and sun-set f Yes, 
Did she come in collision with an iceberg r Yes. 
Will you rap out the number of days the storm lasted f Rapped out 4. 
Was she wrecked on the fourth day of the 1torm 1 No. 
On the third f No. 
On the second f Yes. 
I had in my p0118ession a list of the names of persons to have been on board, 

publiahed a few days since in one of the city papers, and in calling them 
otf, I requested the captain to rap yes, to all that were on board, and no, to th0118 
that wen" not. 

Was W. H. Wheelock and lady on board f Yes. Was W. E. Case and ladyf 
Yes. Was J. H. Eastcn f Yes. Waa R. H. Harria r No. Was L. Pottinger t 
Yes. Was C. C. Hatch and lady r Yes. Was H. P. Walker f No. Was Mr. 
Butterfield f Yes. Was Mr. Sutton 1 No. Was E. H. Griffin 1 Yes. Was D. 
Ranker 1 Yes. Was G. B. Reese 1 Yes. Was A. Lawrence, Jr. f Yes. Waa 
Charles Chroder r Yes. Was Mr. Chlieman 1 Yes. Was Mr. Kteamer7 Yes. 
Was W. Benjamin, Jr.7 Yes. Was G. McKenzie? Yes. Was J. L. Lawrie? 
Yes. Was Mr. Alexander and suite? Yes. Was Mr. Wadsworth and servant? 
No. Was N. Goldrten1 Yea. Was G. A. Curtis7 Yes. Was J. G. Loring? 
Yes. Were there any other passengers on board besides what I have called 
ofT7 Yes. Will you give us the number 1 No. Was the steamer disabled befont 
she came in contact with the iceberg 1 Yes. Was it from the effects of the 
stonn 1 Yes. Have you' ever been in any worse storm 1 Yes. Was there any 
accident bJippened to the steamer besides what waa caused by the storm 7 No. 
\VIlli the steamer as well manal(ed as she could have been 7 Here was a rap 
which indicated "doubtful." Were you personally to blame 1 No. 

Will the Captain now answer me some questions in relation to Sir John Frank
lin 7 No. 

Are you not sufficiently aquainted with his circumstances to do so correctly 1 
No. 

Is there any one present that is 7 Yes. 
Will that spirit now rap7 In answer to which. there was a quick successiOJl 

of raps, and different from any othe111 before made. 
Is Sir John Franklin yet alive? Yes. 
Are all the vesselll that started out with him in running condition 1 No. 
Will you rap out the number that first started with him 1 Four. 
Will you rap the number that arc yet existing 1 Three. 
H"-ve any of the vessels that have started out in search of him found him 7 No. 
Will he ever return home? Yes. 
Will they find him before be returns? No. 
Has he been discovered by any other vessel accidentally 7 No. 
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Has he been assisted through any other source? No. 
\Viii a north-west passage ever be discovered and made practicable? Yes
Will he return in one year? . Here tl:e n,!phabet was cailed for, aud s~!:ed 

out'' done," after which we could receive no more answers. 

There is nothing new in this, as it merely shows what was 
alr·eady well known, that spiritual communications are as liab!~ 
to be delusive as any other mode of obtaining knowl.:dge, arAl 
that those who do not preserve a philosophic caution will be 
most egregiously deceived. Nor should I ha\·e introduced th€'~ 
things mto the Journal, but for the sake of urging its readers to 
persevere in the study of this subject, in that philosoJ?hical 
spirit which is the only safeguard against the equaHy perrucious 
delusions of the dupe and the skeptical dogmatist. 

RrratTUAt. REVELATIONR.-Jlfr~u•r• Editors :-While the scientific world in ~.h 
North and East have been astonished by invisible " knockers." a ft:w of our toT'll 
have, with a commendable design, entered into a full in,·cstigation of the n:a:~~r. 
A friend, well known to the literary and scientific world, while test:n\! til-! 
powers and influence of mesmerism and prevoyance, the other evenm~. t .. frTe 
some of our townsmen, bethought him of a new e~perimcnt upon which he :1t
mediately acted. He inquired of his spiritual seer, "whether there is any re~:~ 
in the communications said to exist between spirits and human being!'. u, for 
instance, the • Rochester Knockings 1' " 

After a few minutes apparent det:p abstraction, be replied: "There is." 
Do such spirits as tht: knockers truly exist? They do. 
Can you see them 1 I can. 
Can you bring them here 1 I do not know, but I will try. if you wish. 
Do, if you please. [After about ten minutes, during wbicb time be appn~ 

to be in much mental and physical labor and suffering, as he sa1d: .. The~· ue 
here."] 

How many are there 1 Two. 
Re4uest them to make their presence known. In a few minutes, to our 

mutual surprise and alarm, we !Jeard loud and rlistinct knockings in ~ewral pam 
of the room, accompnnierl at times with a rattling of the cl.airs. As roon ~ V( 

had recovered our equanimity, the question was asked: Will they conTcrse w-ith 
us 1 They will, but only through me, as J am now in a state more nearly appr<'Li
rnating their own than yon are. 

Is there an Eternal, Self-Existing, Immutable Being, the Creator of a!! t1i:lf.., 
else? [In reply, we heard the knockings, but ttey were performed with !'t:<~ 
rapidity that it was even impossible for us to couut them. Yet our cat~tp<:c 
patient readilyeomprebended them]-the answer was: '!'here is. 

Is He visiblt: to any of His creation? No; His glory alone is all that is CTff 
seen. 

Do all spirits see His glory 1 They do not, those only see it 'S'ho ha"f 
reached eiUter of the two most exalted degrees. 

Have you ever seen it 1 I hn,·e. 
Will you describe it f A description would be incompreben.•ible to you, tould 

it be given, but it is impossible, as it differs from, and surpasat:S all that has e~er 
been seen throughout the whole created uniwcrse. 

How does the Deity make his will known if he is not visible r By the inflnl'tlff 
of His will, which extends throughout eternity, and is more or lea felt and ap
preciated by all intelligence according to its relations with Him. 

In what docs future happiness cousist 1 In an eternal and onward progress ol 
'knowledge of the goodness and holiness of the Creator. 

What constitutes future punishment f An ignorance of this glory. 
Is the holding of slaves in conformity with the eternal laws of Deity r Ia 

time it is, but not in eternity. 
Wlmt is the difference between time end eternity? There is none, it nir.s 

only in the contemplation of man-hence, 1 use tams and language suitable to 
your comprehension. 

\\:ill England ever become a republic 1 Yes. The time is npidly approa<'bu. 
What form or denomination of religious worship is the correct one r That 
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whi<:h not only teaches, but strictly enjoins and performs the doing unto others as 
you would have them do to you, under like circumstances. 

Did Deity m \ke this world in six days? In six creative days. 
What do you mean by creative days 1 In tUne, a creative day is nearly three 

millions of years. 
How. old is the earth from its foundation 1 Gver fifty millions of years. 
'!'hen in relation to this our Bible is incorrect 1 The Hible has no chronology 

except thntgi\·en to it by men; as far as it states, it is correct but th<' re are pe
riods of time omitted in it which will confound those whose curi0sity leads them 
into a useless speculation, instead of attending their own immediate welfare and 
happiness. • 

1s the planet Saturn inhabited 1 Saturn is an aqueous planet, and its inhabi
tants are of the water. 

Will Saturn ever be peopled? Yes, when its density becomes increased. 
Of what is the ring around Saturn composed 1 It is a dense rainbow of mueh 

intensity, which will remain there more or less perfect for centuries, until a 
greater degree of density in that }linnet destroys its present predominance of 
water and vapory atmosphere. 

Do all planets have such rings around them at any period of their history f 
Only in your solar system, and it llappens whenever their density is similar with 
that of Saturn's at this time, 

I low long bas this earth been inhabited by man f Over eight millions of 
years. 

Why have we not some record or remains of this fnct 7 The many changes 
that take place in the geological and astronomical conditions of your earth, dur
ing that period, would necessarily destroy every kind of evidence. 

Will this earth always be peopled by the present race of beings f No. Planets 
are constantly being formed and progressing with all the rest of creation-the 
density of a planet improves it, and its reunion with its centre or sun terminates 
its career as an inor~anized non-intelligence. When the density of your earth IS 
such that the present races cannot exist upon it, they will pass away, and be 
succeeded by one superior in every menlal relation. 

How long before this will happen 1 In about three and a half millions of 
years. 

Are any of the planets revolving in orbits between the sun and enrth, inhabited? 
Y cs, even the sun is inhabited, and the nearer intelligence approaches the centre 
of a system, the more powerful and perfect docs it become. 

Is the solar system a stationary one 1 No, it revolves as a small portion of 
another superior system around its centre-this, in its turn rcmlvcs around 
another still superior centre, and so continues through innumerable systems. 

When we gaze at the sun, do we see its body? The brilliancy which you ob
serve is its almosphere-a galvanic flame-at its eentral or equatorial regions, 
these flames are not so intense as at other parts, ht:nce there arc occasionally 
openings at these portions, through which the body of the sun is seen, a dark or 
black spot. 

Can this atmosphere of flame be inhaled 1 By the inhabitants of the sun, it 
can. Yet the atmosphere of your earth is also one of galvanic action, but of less 
quantity, intensity and influence, yet still you breathe it and Jh·e, but when it 
acts upon you suddenly in the form of lightning, it decomposes your physical or
ganization, and separates it from your ment~l. 

What becomes of man's spirit after his body is dead 7 It is transferred to ita 
proper sphere, to that sphere capacitated for its progress. 

Then there is not a heaven for deported souls 1 There is but one heaven, and 
that is directly in presence of the Glory of the Deity. But millions of years must 
depart before the most advanced can gain this blest abode. 

\Viii you explain more clearly what you mean 1 To give you a proper idea of 
the system of progress as developed to us in our present state, would require 
much of your time, but if you desire it, I will briefly state it. 

You will much oblige me with it 7 You are aware that the Universe has ita 
divisions, termed by your astronomers, Galaxies or Nebulae. These Galaxies 
consist of millions of ~uns, each of which bas its systems of planets revolving 
around it. The inhabitants of these planclq arc advanced in intelligenee in ac
cordance with the location of their sun and its satellites in its galaxy. The sun 
of which your earth is a satellite, is placed in one of the most barren spots in this 
galaxy, and COWiequeutly its inhabitants ue sterile in intellect when compared 
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with others in more favorable spheres. The spirit of man is constant!y .,, ., ~._;;. 
sive-progressinl( by successive impulst.>& fr,.m one p laud t·• un·>it.•: r. ,,,,; · .• ·. · 
from one sun to ano~her. and thence fr(Jm (JilC L'ala~,y t.•J :tnnther. L-u a:-.- · ' ~· ;~ .r 
Dlilliunsofycars, evcntuiHit)llS of ccntunt?s wu~t .. _. lap~e, ~r ·.: L1•.· .-· · ,~ =·· ' ... , 1 · i 

tfJfOII(;h its cycle of pttrilicatiun , lUHI t!lflt:l'~c iHlu l;c·,J\'t ~. I n•: ;<l. o• ·.c L1 : ; .. · 
ofG·.•<l, so rdiue<l ami so p:~rilietl as 1<> appro~rh !!;., h•J iy ,,r-,,,w··:. \·," •' 
pus~ eO lhroUI(Io all ti1c cycles, and have IWW rcacla;d l1t'i!\ LH . .'-bny c: c ... 
ha1·" gune lhr,,•glo c;l·\'t;ral uf lloc p!aJicls, bo:forc ft·.,('i i !fl;: it, I. a: }'• ., i. ' " '· 
for )'\Hlf thir.-. t f•.1f ldltJWin.lge ha . .., t!h~\' ated yuu ~ 'J lli.;!J ia :! ,,_· ~·-· ; .: c ~ 1 i. .• ! ·<: - "'- 

as to hnvc p:t.~~eJ bysen:ral pbnt:is io reath this. \"rrl: I L U:~: 11 . ; :. t: J·;· 
knowleugc 1~ but a thin>; of your .;an h. It is th-e 'wcp :i;m o:- t!.:; ' w:. : ... •. 
in.so~re )\.11 1r 111· · ·..: rL· ~.s nnwatd Ul;lfl}' yc:1rs ~ proU.1b :y ~ · ·- II ' U f .t'-5. 

1\ trut.IJ. 1.-;; iud u~; :.ruc t i'ldc aud Jill'S fure\·L·r. \\'h o.!.r·\·._. _- :.~-·~· Jt!i ~l ·~ . :1 , 11 - ~ · 
wurid, is eaaied tJ ill of it, n.s sn JlJ;J <: h kU 1JW~cdc~ v.-Jddt \nil i11 ~ .: : · · .:s , .. ,· .. 
proo.:•,n.;ss more r:tiWII)' · Your mind is J.igtJI)' stored with trutits wi., r·iJ ,..,., .:. 
guiuctl by study, you han~ already accumultead sullicicnt tu m.<:Jre y .. :~: 1''- ,-- -; 
directly to the sun. After living there in an organized con<.h<i:•n fur a (:• r -· J 

lime, you will be transferred to another series of planel.s bdougiu!J: to a sut1 ·: 
higher order-to a sun which is located in a more favorable spot in tltis ~-ala .,~·
And thus does the immortal spirit progress onward, from planet to planet. su.n lol 
sun, galaxy to galaxy, till nnally it earfUl ita bright reward in heaven. 

Are there many spirits that have reached heaven ? Myriads of centunes ~ 
greater than your mind can comprehend, spiritaoccupied the IIUIIC station you arc 
now in, but not on the same planet. as that was not then formed. Some of t.t.e.e 
have gone onward, and the brightest of them are now in eternal blias ; but aome 
others are still on their progress, and although when in thia situation, they were 
much more ignorantthan you are, still, at the same time, they are tran.cendantiy 
your superior, and are located in cycles far above you. 

The system is a beautiful one, and connects the myriads of globea of iose• 
tient matter, by a link of intelligence of which it is charming to think, But dD 
the members of the family know each otlrer, and remain in each other's company 
during their progress 1 As tht:y advance in this progression, they Jmo-.. ear~ 
other, but do not remain together. Those, however, who ha,·e gone forward. 
have conscious, intuitive conception or knowledge that the others are followinc 
them. The link which binds relativea to us is a curious one, and noteuilyel· 
plained 80 as to be understood by you. Rest assured that Deity has made eorery 
thing in harmony with his illimitable perfection and knowledge. 

What becomes of those who die dissolute, sinful and vile 1 They neceuarily 
have to be born again on this earth, and pass through another state of probetiol. 
and they continue 80 to do, until their course of life renders them eapab~ o( 
being tra.lBferred. There are many now living among you, who are undeJl'Oi~ 
their second or third slate of probation, and who have, at times, a dreamy~ 
tion of their former existence, some of these are now highly educated ud 
virtuous, and prepared for progress; others have not as yet improved suftieiently 
to justify their removal from earth, and they will continue to be thua purifkod, 
until they become prepared for this change. 

Does this new terrestial birth take place immediately after the person'• 
decease 1 No. It sometimes requires many .centuries, and there are innWilt'rut•le 
spirits now hm·ering around the earth, awaiting their hour to put on orgaoizatiaA 
and hasten onward. 

This is not the general belief of the world, nor does it appear to harmonize ill 
the least with our revelations from Deity-our Holy Bible. [Here the spirits in· 
formed the clairvoyant that they could hold no longer converse at that time, but 
that they would be present at a specified time, a few days hence, and man.ifesl 
to us the harmony of all their statements with Divine revelation. The clainoy· 
ant, with a deep drawn sigh, then exclaimed: "They are gone."] 

After a short time he was awakened, and had not the slightest recollection ar 
perception of what had happened. 

We intend to pursue this matter, if the spirits will allow, and make their _. 
tounumg re,·elations known to the world as fast u they are received. We aze 
truly living in a wonderful age-of progress, improvement, discoveries and reve
lations, and when we reftect upon our own nothingness, BB it were, we fear aud 
tremble lest we may unconsciously err in the presence of Him who knoweth OUI 
most secret thoughts and actions.-Memplrit Dailr Ezprtlf, 

Memphis, Jan. 20, 1861 
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